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Police Investigate Shepherd Students for Using
Taser Device at School
Posted: May 15, 2015 9:15 AM MST
Updated: May 15, 2015 9:25 AM MST

Several students are being investigated after using a device similar to a taser at
school.

Shepherd Middle School went into lock down Wednesday afternoon when police
learned students were voluntarily shocking themselves.

Police didn't find anything during the first search, so they brought in a tribal police
search dog.

It didn't find anything either.

After students were released for the day, police searched a bus and found the student with the device.

Now, police are working to identify everyone involved.

The school has suspended several students and is determining further consequences.

They say the device wasn't brought to school with the intent to hurt anyone.
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I say let them kill themselves and let god sort them out. We freak out way to
much and too often nowadays. Society is a joke. You think half of these things
would happen if we didn't give it so much attention. We freak out the news
covers it for weeks on end and kids see that and then think wow look at all the
attention I can get for being bad. Maybe its time to stop covering these events
and stop over hyping every little thing. And maybe just maybe if parents were
actually parents and stopped trying to be their child's best friend this stuff
wouldn't happen. Time to wake up and take responsibility for your action's as a
parent or lack of being one....
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"Why's everybody always pickin' on me?" -- The Coasters :)Old Gus
3 days ago
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OLD GUS you must be in a drunken stupor again, please go visit your mom
she wants to spank you.

simonsezto
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Unfortunately, we live in a world now where this kind of thing isn't always "kids
being kids". The schools and officers can't take chances and have to take
precautions. The one time they let their guard down, would be the day parents
and the community ask "why didn't someone do something".
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Just kids being kids. As usual, we adults are overreacting.Old Gus
3 days ago
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Students in Detroit, Flint and Benton Harbor are belly laughing.Gangsta
3 days ago
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